
Elemental Dragon, Air Invented by Bearhug 

 

CLIMATE/TERRAIN Any 

FREQUENCY Very Rare 

ORGANIZATION Solitaire 

ACTIVITY CYCLE Any 

DIET Nil 

INTELLIGENCE Genius (18-22) 

TREASURE None 

ALIGNMENT Chaotic Good 

----------------------------------------------------------- 

NO. APPEARING 1 

ARMOR CLASS 0 

MOVEMENT fl 20 (in air form fl 45) 

HIT DICE 8+12 

THAC0 3 

NO. OF ATTACKS 2 

DAMAGE/ATTACKS 2d8  

SPECIAL ATTACKS Oxygen Need   

SPECIAL DEFENSES Immune to air-based magic 

MAGIC RESISTANCE 28% 

SIZE G (80 Feet long) (Air dragon in Biological form) 

XP Value 7500 

 

The weakest specie of the Elemental Dragons but the only one that is able change its body from the elemental state to a 

fully biological one. This makes the "Air-Dragon" quite unique. 

All Elemental Air Dragons uses magic and are able to speak any language. 

 

COMBAT 

Elemental Air Dragons have only one kind of physical attack, and the only one it can use while it is in its' biological 

form. With its claws, the Air dragon can deal 2d8 damage with each one. They only use their claws when its most 

necessary, as they always relay on magic and their special attacks in all not-so-tough situation. 

Elemental Air Dragons have a very special power to accumulate air, which allows them to immediately remove all 

oxygen in all space within a range of 40 yards. In order to do so, the Dragon must be in its dissolved air-form or it will 

suffer for the need of Oxygen itself. Those caught, when the surroundings is emptied of oxygen, must make a con check, 

to see if they manage to hold their breath. Those who make it succeeds, and can hold their breath for a number of rounds 

equal to 1/3 their constitution, and half again if they perform heavy actions, like fighting, running etc. Those who fail 

their saving throw, falls unconscious, and will suffocate in 1d3 rounds. 

Elemental Dragons can cast all spells from the spheres of Weather, Healing, Summoning and Elemental, with their 

casting time is halved if the sphere is from Weather or Elemental Air. All other spells are cast normally. The Air-Dragon 

itself is immune to all spells and spell-like effects from the Element of Air. An Air Dragon can cast magic no matter 

which shape it's in. 

The Dragons are also able to manipulate the air in an interdimensionel way, and can use this ability for Turning Air 

Elementals once a day. 

The Air Dragon can, at will, dissolve its physical body into air, but the air it has dissolved into can not be inhabited by 

normal breathing creatures. Old lore says that if you come upon area in which you can't breath, you have come upon an 

Air Dragon.  

 

HABITAT/SOCEITY 

Air Dragons don't have a social life at all. They are normally used as messengers from the Gods or seek occupation as 

protectors of nature. 

An Air Dragon is a quit soul, it does not know what hate or anger is. That's the reason of why they normally enter a 

combat with a relaxed appearance. BUT they do understand when threats or challenges are spoken. They are not stupid 

creatures and do not like when other creatures look at them like uncivilized creatures. 

Air Dragons are strong protectors of the air, and when it comes upon real polluted air, it first destroy the ones 

responsible, then sacrifices itself by dissolving its body in the polluted area. Then it leaves in this state, taking the 

pollution with it. Later it hides away in a place where it can die in peace. 

 

ECOLOGY 

Air dragons are pheanomenens in dragon shape, they are mostly created by nature itself or gods who need contact with 

the world of Man. No human has ever seen a creation of an Air Dragon, therefore no human has ever crated a Air 

dragon. If mortals ever would create an Air dragon it would be like creating a universe or a new plane. 


